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Prologue

Chris Dunkin

Just shy of my fifteenth birthday, I came to terms with the fact that

I was a teen-age alcoholic with a pretty serious drug problem. As you can

presume, I was traveling fast down the road to destruction. This story my

friends and I are about to tell you is important because living it, I learned

the true value of my life. It’s somewhat a teen-age love story--packed

tightly, of course, with all the unimportant drama you’d expect from high

school freshmen; but more importantly it is a story of trial, inspiration,

revelation, and death.

I’m asking you now to consider the possibility of death shining in a

positive light. It’s hard to imagine, I know; but as the truth unravels before

your eyes (as it did before my own), you will see how experiencing death is

the only chance we have of living. I ask you to read with an open mind. You

will soon be in the shoes of high school freshmen, when every small bump in

the road seems life jeopardizing. Perhaps you’re yet to be there, or perhaps

you’ve already been; either way, you must understand most importantly that

this is a story about the greatest love of all. The pessimists might say it is

impossible for a teen-ager to comprehend the depth of such love. I believe it



is impossible for anyone of any age to comprehend, and I tell you this

comfortably from an optimistic point of view.

“Love bears all things,

believes all things,

hopes all things,

and endures all things”



Chapter 1

The world stopped turning, the waves stopped crashing, and the fire

stopped dancing as Chris Dunkin laid eyes on her. He blinked, realizing somehow

his life had just been changed. She had arrived at Saquish Beach with her

boyfriend and taken a seat across the bonfire. Through the smoke of the fire Chris

studied the girl, attempting to understand why his stomach had lunged into

flutters. Her dark hair was pulled back into a loose ponytail with a few stray locks

framing her makeup less face. She wore a gray hooded sweatshirt, a jean skirt,

and white flip-flops – similar to what every girl at the party wore. From across

the fire, there seemed to be nothing extraordinary about her physical appearance.

Jason Davids nudged Chris and then nodded towards the girl. “Courtney’s

hot, huh?” he said with wide eyes.

“She’s all right,” Chris replied, locking his eyes again on the girl Jason had

called Courtney.

“That’s Mayor Angeletti’s daughter,” Jason said. “She’s more than all right

dude! I’d capitalize on her in a second if she weren’t dating Sartelli. Now we know

why he kept her hidden for so long.”

Chris’s eyes traveled to Bryan Sartelli, who was sitting on the log beside

Courtney. Bryan was a good friend of Chris’s, one whom he valued highly. As

Chris’s eyes shot back to Courtney’s face, he began to wonder if his mind was

playing tricks on him. How could the sight of someone he’d never met floor him?

Were his palms suddenly sweating profusely because of the heat from the nearby



fire? Why was his heart pounding so heavily against his muscular chest? Would

seeing her for the first time have taken such a tight grip on his heart if he hadn’t

been high? Yes, he believed it would have.

“I need to go talk to her,” Chris said, standing up from his seat suddenly.

Jason looked up at Chris in surprise, and then slowly rose to meet his best

friend. “All right, guy, I’ll introduce you,” he offered, leading Chris over to where

Courtney was seated.

She looked up and smiled at Jason as he appeared before her. It was then

Chris noticed the sparkle in her sky blue eyes. Studying her face up close, Chris

was surprised by how attractive he found her features. From across the fire he

had not recognized Courtney’s beauty, yet had still been undeniably drawn to her.

“Hello, Courtney, this is Chris,” Jason greeted. “He’s a friend of Bryan’s

too.”

“Yeah he’s the guy we go to when we want to have some fun,” Bryan

explained to his girlfriend as he stood up to slap hands with Chris and Jason.

“It’s nice to meet you,” Courtney replied softly, dragging her eyes off of

Jason and planting them on Chris.

The flutters returned inside Chris’s stomach, and he found himself unable

to form any words in return. He smiled and nodded then walked past Bryan

towards the Atlantic. It was low tide, and the bonfire was ten yards behind Chris

when he sat down on the cool ground. Staring blankly at the waves crashing

fifteen feet in front of him, Chris took off his sandals and pressed his feet deeply

into the moist sand. A moment later Courtney appeared beside him. She also took

off her shoes and buried her feet in the sand. The two of them sat quietly,



watching the waves crash on to shore. At that moment all the stars seemed to line

up. Although their time alone only lasted a minute before Bryan and Jason joined

them by the shore, for the first time in his life Chris felt that he was in the right

place at the right time.


